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“Most of philosophy is filled with gibberish, it’s 
complete nonsense and more or less worthless.” 



PROLOGUE 
As the title of this book suggests, this is a guide to live a  
fulfilling life. To understand it’s context requires a certain 
level of enlightenment or an extensive knowledge of human 
behavior. So it is certainly not for the ones on the beginning 
of their journey. It aims to be thought provoking and the 
catalyst of more in-depth conversations. The basic ideas of 
happiness, knowledge, morality and existence is the same 
for all of history. Unfortunately they became so distorted by 
unenlightened philosophers, religious and political leaders 
throughout the centuries, that as a consequence society is 
falling off the cliff faster than ever. Following this guide, you 
should free yourself, and as a consequence society should 
be back on track to flourish once again. 



CHAPTER 1 

COMPREHENDING 
INFORMATION 
Processing the avalanche of information 
coming your way daily. 

Question everything! Every issue has an underlying story, 
get facts from all sides and make your own conclusions. 
Ignorance is one of the most destructive forces of the mind. 
To question everything of course requires a certain 
intelligence, if you are stupid you will have stupid questions 
and don’t progress. So always keep learning, accept that 
you can’t know everything but try to know about 
everything. Usually things are not how they seem at first 
glance, there is a significant difference between 
appearance and reality and most people tend to mistake 
appearances for reality.  

Wisdom is not knowing lots of facts, or knowing how to do 
something. It arises from understanding the true nature of 
our existence. Lots of people are good at the various things 
they do, but none of them are truly wise. They don’t really 
know what they are talking about. The wisdom we should 
strive for is based on argument, reasoning and asking 
questions, not on believing things simply because someone 



important has told you they are true. What about science? 
You could ask. Well, the scientific method based on 
experiments is one of the best way to arrive to the truth, 
unfortunately statistics is trying to conceal itself as science 
in the world, and it can lead to some misleading paths.  

“Do not study to be uniform in doing so!” 

Keep an open mind, don’t commit to an idea, and you won’t 
be disappointed. Firm beliefs and dogmas always involve 
delusion and you should distance yourself from them. If 
there is no chance of discovering the truth, then there is no 
need to fret, spend your time on more useful studies. 

CHAPTER 2  

MORALITY AND 
HAPPINESS 
The age old struggle of humanity is finding 
happiness.  

The problem is, most people are seeking it in all the wrong 
places. A few moments of pleasure don’t add up to true 



happiness, true happiness requires a longer life.  It’s more 
like flourishing or success rather than happiness. It’s the 
end of the journey I am referring to in my world view 
section. 

 Human beings don’t have a particular function, we are free 
to choose which way of living suits us best and what kind of 
person we want to become. Realizing the way is the difficult 
part and the first step towards enlightenment. Following 
ones intuition, not fighting the positive feelings that arise 
from a particular activity, dismissing them as childish or 
immature, is a great start. You should avoid the sort of life of 
wanting more and more, giving in to the feelings coming 
from envy. That is the way of lost people.  

“Now those who do not see themselves but see other things, 
who do not get possession of themselves but get possession 

of other things, get possession of what belongs to others, 
and not of what is their own; and they reach forth to what 

attracts others, and not to that in themselves which should 
attract them.” 

Great happiness would come from individuals having 
greater freedom in how they behaved. Every adult should 
be free to live as he pleases as long as no one else is 
harmed in the process. (Offense should not be confused 
with harm.) But for the most of us, social pressure, fear and 
inconsiderate laws prevent us from doing what we want to 
do or become. Great unhappiness and negativity arises 
from not getting what you want. 



We all should be free, but freedom is hard to handle and 
many of us run away from it. We make the mistake to sink 
into the social norm, giving in to ideas of the perfect life 
pushed on us by parents and the media. But no one but you 
should decide what you make of your life. You know much 
better what you really want to do. And even if you don’t, it is 
better to let each of us make our own mistakes than to force 
us to conform with one way of living. Humans are like 
trees, if you don’t give a tree enough place to develop, it 
will be twisted and weak. But in the right position it can 
fulfill its potential and reach a great height and spread.   

We are completely responsible for what we do every day 
and how we feel about what we do. 

“Those who think that wealth is the proper thing for them 
cannot give up their revenues; those who seek distinction 
cannot give up the thought of fame; those who cleave to 

power cannot give the handle to it to others. While they hold 
their grasp of those things, they are afraid of losing them. 
When they let them go, they are grieved; and they will not 

look at a single example, from which they might perceive the 
folly of their restless pursuit. Such men are under the doom 

of Heaven.” 

You might not always succeed in your goals, but you are 
responsible for wanting to do that thing, for trying to do it 
and for how you respond to your failure to not be able to do 
it. When something bad happens and you lose your temper, 
this is a very passive way to exist. You simply react to 



events, you are not in control at all. You should gain a better 
understanding of the causes that shape behavior. 

An unexamined existence is all right for cattle, but not for 
human beings. You need to feel the right kind of emotions 
at the right time and these will lead you to behave well. 
Understand the true source of your envy and anger. Once 
you find the source it is easy to dismiss irrational feelings.  
You should only worry about things we can change, our 
attitude to what happens is within our control even though 
what happens often isn’t.  

Just because luck plays such a large part in our lives it 
doesn’t mean we have to behave like victims. Emotions 
don’t simply happen to us. We should understand the ways 
in which our choices and actions have been brought about. 
We can achieve a particular kind of self-understanding 
that was also an understanding of reality and all of history. 
(awakening, enlightenment) That’s why it’s crucial to 
understand that emotions and irrational forces play their 
part in shaping human values. 

“Your aim is to embellish your wisdom so as to startle the 
ignorant, and to cultivate your person to show the 

unsightliness of others.” 

The question of what is morally right or wrong is so 
distracted in todays society, that people blindly follow 
written and unwritten laws made by other people and 
accepting it as morally right. Religion is also a key 
contributing factor in this phenomenon. But on the other 



hand, take away God, and you take away from the people, 
the possibility of clear guidelines about how we should live, 
which things to value. But we should be “immoralists”, 
someone who believes that we need to get beyond all 
morality. Once you know the history of how we come to 
have the concepts that we do, it is hard to think of them as 
fixed for all time and somehow objective facts about how 
we ought to behave. Worthy individuals could create their 
own values for themselves, they could turn their lives into 
the equivalent of works of art by developing their own 
style of living. For example most christian surface values, 
which emerged from envy in the first place are holding 
humanity back, but other religions that make people bow in 
front of their authority are not better. 

Having free will is good, it allows us to act morally. Human 
beings, unlike animals have the power of reason and should 
use it. We can think reflectively about our choices. 
Civilization is corrupting people, and the invention of 
money just made it all far worse. Envy and greed were the 
result of living together in towns and cities, this made 
people quantify someone else’s worth, and judging 
themselves accordingly in the process. 

Those who do the right thing, shouldn’t do it simply 
because how they feel, the decision has to be based on 
reason, reason that tells you what your duty is regardless of 
how you happen to feel. If you do something just because 
of how you feel that is not a good action at all. The right 
thing to do is whatever will produce the most happiness. 
Certain controversial things like torture, are certainly bad 
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for most people involved. But if you say “Torture is wrong” 
all you are doing is the equivalent of saying “Torture boo!” 
You are revealing your personal feelings about the issue 
rather than making a statement that could be true or false. 
Because “Torture is wrong” isn’t true by definition, nor is it 
something we could ever prove or disprove as fact. 

So to summarize it, you should feel what is best for you and 
how to live, but when it comes to decisions that impacting 
others or society you should have decisions based on 
reason, and having the greater happiness in mind.  

“Those who boast have no merit. The merit which is deemed 
complete will begin to decay.” 

Implement the art of bowing in your life. Like in Japanese 
culture, bowing actually exists in almost all human 
interactions even if it is under the surface. The person who 
makes the other person bow in front of them, gains power 
over the other person. The person forced to bow deeper, on 
the other hand is going to feel resentment against the one 
who made them bow further than necessary. The art is to 
teach yourself never to bow in front of anybody, other than 
showing respect, but never to force people to bow in front  
of you more than they feel respectful. Respect comes when 
both sides bow to the same depth. 



• If nothing hangs on the answer, it doesn’t really 
matter what you decide. It all depends why you want 
to know and what difference it will actually make.  

• It is not how short our life is, but rather how badly 
most of us use what time we have. We should not feel 
angry or sad that life is short, but instead should 
make the most of it. So many people become 
preoccupied with trivial work, it is the way of 
avoiding the truth about what they’ve failed to do. 

• Ideally you would be both loved and feared, but it’s 
better for a leader to be feared than to be loved. 
Human beings are unreliable, greedy and dishonest. 
It’s dangerous to trust anyone to keep their promises 
unless they are terrified of the consequences of not 
keeping them. 

• Don’t accept anything as true, if there is the slightest 
possibility that it isn’t. You take a belief, examine it, 
and only accept it if you are certain it can’t be wrong 
or misleading. 

• Humans are driven by sexual desire (the obsession of 
dominating people, and fighting for attention), are 
unreliable and easily bored.  

• We imagine that we are choosing freely what we do 
and have control over our lives.  



• There is a world out there, the world that scientists 
try to describe, but that we only get at it indirectly. 

• There is a single, unified, directionless force behind 
everything that is. We can glimpse this world through 
meditation, psychedelics, and art(music). We are all 
part of this force. 

• If you don’t have your views challenged by people 
with opposing views then you will probably end up 
holding them as ‘dead dogmas’, prejudices that you 
can’t really defend. 



ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
In my view, being human is the final test for our 
consciousness to control the negative forces and be a 
‘guardian’ of the positive energy at the end. Everybody is 
influenced with negative forces, with fear, envy and other 
things. Negativity is so widespread it can get in to our life 
many different ways. The goal is to learn to recognize it, 
control it and eventually overpower it. 

Our whole life is a struggle between good and evil, light or 
darkness, or whatever I choose to describe it at the 
moment. Our body exist only for the soul purpose to house 
our consciousness. We have to be enlightened to get in 
touch with our inner selves, to feel what is positive or 
negative in the world. Only these values should be 
respected. No learned values as religion, laws, or morals 
that other people teach us can be 100% right. People who 
started these movements had an understanding of the 
underlying truth. But unenlightened people who wanted to 
follow them distracted it so much its useless.  

I am on a journey of understanding and control, this guide 
is mainly a reminder of the core values for myself and 
others who are willing to read it. 



THANK YOU 
Thank you for reading this guide, if any of it resonates with 
you, and would like to add or discuss anything. Feel free to 
get in touch through our website.  
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